Accurate simulations of atomistic systems from first principles are limited by computational cost. In high-throughput settings, machine learning can potentially reduce these costs significantly by accurately interpolating between reference calculations. For this, kernel learning approaches crucially require a single Hilbert space accommodating arbitrary atomistic systems. We introduce a many-body tensor representation that is invariant to translations, rotations and nuclear permutations of same elements, unique, differentiable, can represent molecules and crystals, and is fast to compute. Empirical evidence is presented for energy prediction errors below 1 kcal/mol for 7 k organic molecules and 5 meV/atom for 11 k elpasolite crystals. Applicability is demonstrated for phase diagrams of Pt-group/transition-metal binary systems.
INTRODUCTION
Computational study of atomistic systems, including molecules and crystals, requires accurate treatment of interactions at the atomic and electronic scale. Existing first-principles methods, however, are limited by their high computational cost. In high-throughput settings, machine learning (ML) [1] might significantly reduce overall costs by accurately interpolating between reference calculations. [2, 3] For this, the problem of repeatedly solving a complex equation such as Schrödinger's equation for many related inputs is mapped onto a nonlinear regression problem: Instead of numerically solving new systems, they are statistically estimated based on a reference set of known solutions. [4, 5] This ansatz potentially enables screening larger databases of molecules and materials [2, 6] , running longer dynamics simulations [3] , investigating larger systems [7] , and even increasing the accuracy of calculations [2, 8] .
Kernel-based ML models [9] for fast accurate prediction of ab initio properties require a single Hilbert space of atomistic systems in which regression is carried out. Representations, that is functions mapping atomistic systems to Hilbert space elements via a kernel [10] , should be [5, 11, 12] (i) invariant against transformations preserving the predicted property, in particular translations, rotations, and nuclear permutations of same elements, as learning these invariances from data would require many reference calculations; (ii) unique, that is variant against transformations changing the property, as systems with identical representation but differing in property would introduce errors [13] ; (iii) continuous, and ideally differentiable, as discontinuities work against the smoothness assumption of the ML model; (iv) general in the sense of being able to encode any atomistic system, including finite and periodic systems; (v) fast to compute, as the goal is to reduce computational cost; (vi) efficient in the sense of requiring few reference calculations to reach a given target error. Constant size is an advantage. [14] Current representations such as Coulomb matrix (CM) [4] , bag of bonds (BoB) [15] , smooth overlap of atomic positions (SOAP) [11] , symmetry functions [16] , bonding angular machine learning [17] , and others [18, 19] fulfill these requirements partially. The descriptors used in cheminformatics [20] often violate (ii) and (iii), in particular if they do not include atomic coordinate information or rely on cutoff-based definitions of chemical bonds. Such descriptors serve the different purpose of interpolating experimental outcomes, which have strong measurement noise and are not functions of a single conformation. Representations can encode either atoms in their chemical environment (SOAP, symmetry functions) or systems as a whole (CM, BoB). The former are more suitable for predicting local properties such as forces or chemical shifts, but require partitioning of global properties such as energies. Whole-system representations are more suitable for global properties, but require modifications to represent local environments.
We introduce a many-body tensor representation (MBTR) derived from CM/BoB and concepts of manybody expansions that fulfills above requirements, is interpretable, allows visualization (Fig. 1) , and describes finite and periodic systems. State-of-the-art empirical performance is demonstrated for organic molecules and inorganic crystals, as well as applicability to phase diagrams of Pt-group / transition metal binary systems.
METHOD
We start from the CM [4, 7, 21] , which represents a molecule M as a symmetric atom-by-atom matrix M i,j with off-diagonal elements Z i Z j /d i,j , where Z i are proton numbers and d i,j = ||R i − R j || is Euclidean distance between atoms i and j. To avoid dependence on atom ordering (in the input), which would violate (i), M is either diagonalized, loosing information which violates (ii) [13] , or sorted, causing discontinuities that violate (iii). Another shortcoming is the use of Z, which is not well suited for interpolation [22] as it overly decorrelates chemical elements from the same column of the periodic 
where N a is number of atoms, δ(·) is Dirac's delta, and δ(·, ·) is Kronecker's delta. f BoB has mixed continuousdiscrete domain and encodes all (inverse) distances between atoms with elements z 1 and z 2 . Arranging distances on a real-space axis x removes the need for sorting. For a smoother measure, we replace Dirac's δ with another probability distribution D, "broadening" or "smearing" it [11, 23] , for which we use the normal distribution in this work. Adding a weighting function w 2 and replacing the Kronecker δ functions by an element correlation matrix C ∈ R Ne×Ne yields
of which (1) is a special case. In general, g 2 describes a relation between atoms i and j, D broadens the result of g 2 , and w 2 allows to weight down contributions, for example from far-away atoms. f 2 encodes two-body terms.
Following recent work connecting ML with many-body expansions [17, 24] , we generalize to the MBTR equation
where z ∈ N k are atomic numbers, i = (i 1 , . . . , i k ) ∈ {1, . . . , N a } k are index tuples, and w k , g k assign a scalar to k atoms in M. [25] Canonical choices of g k for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are atom counts, (inverse) distances, angles, and dihedral angles. We measure the similarity of two molecules as the Euclidean distance between their representations. In practice, we adjust (3) for symmetries. Discretizing the continuous axis results in a rank k + 1 tensor of dimensions N e × · · · × N e × N x with N x = (x max −x min )/∆x. Linearizing element ranks yields N k e × N x matrices, allowing for visualization ( Fig. 1) and efficient numerical implementation via linear algebra routines.
Periodic systems, used to model bulk crystals and surfaces, can be viewed as unit cells surrounded by infinitely many translated images of themselves. For such systems, N a = ∞ and the sum in (3) diverges. We prevent this by requiring an index of i to be in the (same) primitive unit cell. [26] This accounts for translational symmetry and prevents double-counting. Use of weighting functions w k such as exponentially decaying weights [27] ensures convergence of the sum. Fig. 1 (right) presents the resulting distribution of angles for fcc NaCl as an example. Note that the k-body terms g k do not depend on choice of unit cell geometry (lattice vectors). This ensures unique representation of Bravais lattices where the choice of basis vectors is not unique, for example 2D hexagonal lattices where the angle between lattice vectors can be 
RESULTS
To validate MBTR we demonstrate accurate predictions for properties of molecules and bulk crystals. Focusing on the representation, we employ plain kernel ridge regression models [5] .
To demonstrate interpolation across changes in the chemical structure of molecules we utilize a benchmark dataset [21] of 7,211 small organic molecules composed of up to seven C, N, O, S and Cl atoms, saturated with H. Molecules were relaxed to their ground state using the Interpolation across changes in chemistry of crystalline materials is demonstrated for a dataset of 11 k elpasolite structures (ABC 2 D 6 , AlNaK 2 F 6 prototype) [32, 33] composed of 12 different elements, with geometries and energies computed at DFT/PBE level of theory. Predicting total energies with MBTR yields an RMSE of 7.9 meV/atom and MAE of 4.1 meV/atom (Fig. 2) for a training set of 9 k crystals. Adding chemical elements should increase the intrinsic dimensionality of the learning problem, and thus prediction errors. To verify this, we created a dataset of 4 611 ABC 2 ternary alloys containing 22 non-radioactive elements from groups 1, 2, 13-15, spanning five rows and columns of the periodic table. Structures were taken from the Open Quantum Materials Database (OQMD) [34, 35] , with geometries and properties also computed using DFT/PBE. As expected, energy predictions exhibit larger errors (RMSE 31 meV/atom, MAE 23 meV/atom) compared to an elpasolite model of same training set size (21 meV/atom, 14 meV/atom).
For interpolation of changes in geometry, we employ a benchmark dataset [36, 37] of ab initio molecular dynamics trajectories of eight organic molecules. Each molecule was simulated at a temperature of 500 K for 150 k to 1 M time steps of 0.5 fs, with energies and forces computed at DFT/PBE level of theory and the Tkatchenko-Scheffler model [38] for van der Waals interactions. Table II presents prediction errors for MBTR, deep tensor neural networks [36] and gradient domain ML [37] . MBTR models (parametrized for dynamics data, see supplement) were trained on 10 k configurations and validated on 2 k other ones. The neural network was trained on a substantially larger set of 50 k configurations. The gradient domain ML model employs a modified CM (CM md ), the Matérn kernel, and gradient of energy (forces) for training. The latter leads to kernel matrices of sizes between 27 k and 63 k. For comparison, we also show performance of CM md using our simple models and 10 k training configurations. Non-linear MBTR regression performs best overall, with the linear kernel again being competitive.
We demonstrate applicability by identifying stable and meta-stable states of Pt-group/transition metal binary alloys, relevant for industrial applications. For this, we use a dataset [39] of 153 alloys computed at DFT/PBE level of theory. The task is to identify the lowest-energy compositions forming the convex hull in a phase diagram. We treat alloys separately, a challenging scenario due to small training sets of at most a few hundred structures. Due to resulting larger errors in predicted energies, their direct usage leads to wrong convex hulls. However, by employing a simple active learning [40] scheme the ML model can be used as a filter to exclude high-energy structures, saving up to 48 % of all calculations while still identifying the correct convex hull. Fig. 3 presents results for AgPt. The active learning model requested 357 DFT calculations and predicted energies of 331 (48 %) other structures, with a MAE of 39 meV/atom. The trade-off between number of saved calculations and probability of failing to identify the correct convex hull can be explicitly controlled.
TABLE II. Energy prediction errors for changes in geometry of organic molecules. MBTR models trained on 10 k random configurations from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations and evaluated on 2 k other ones. Shown are prediction errors for total energies in kcal/mol. MAE = mean absolute error, RMSE = root mean squared error, DTNN = deep tensor neural network [36] trained on 50 k configurations, GDML = gradient domain ML [37] trained on size 27 k-63 k kernel matrices, CM md = Coulomb matrix variant, MBTR = many-body tensor representation. Best MAE in bold face. 
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DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
MBTR is a general numerical description of atomistic systems for fast accurate interpolation between quantummechanical calculations via ML, based on distributions of k-atom terms stratified by elements. Despite, or because of, this simple principle it is connected to many other representations, including CM [4] , BoB [15] , histograms of distances, angles and dihedral angles [41] , partial radial distribution functions [18] , and moment tensor potentials [42] , as well as cluster expansion [43] .
For CM and BoB, the Laplacian kernel performs better than the Gaussian kernel. [15, 44] It has been hypothesized [45] that this is due to the Laplacian kernels better ability to deal with the discontinuities of these representations. In agreement with this, we observe that for the continuous MBTR, the Gaussian kernel consistently performs better than the Laplacian kernel (supplement).
MBTR represents whole molecules and crystals. With increasing number of atoms, and thus degrees of freedom, this approach is likely to degrade, and exploitation of locality via prediction of additive atomic energy contributions becomes appealing. [3, 46] This requires representing local chemical environments [11] , which MBTR should accommodate with appropriate modifications.
A limitation of the simple ML models used here is that they were trained only on energies. For technical reasons [47, 48] , differentiating such models can lead to errors in predicted forces. Including reference forces, often provided by electronic structure calculations at no additional cost, into training [3, 37, 49] can reduce number of reference calculations by an order of magnitude. [37] Training with forces would enable relaxation of structures, allowing to go from proof-of-principle presented here to applications such as virtual screening or crystal structure prediction.
We note in passing that problems in training of ML models, such as outliers, could often be traced back to problems in the underlying reference calculations, such as unconverged fast Fourier transform grids or use of different settings (violating the assumption that a single function is being fitted), a phenomenon also observed by others.
[50] This suggests that automated identification of errors in big datasets of electronic structure calculations via parametrization of ML models might be a general approach for validation of such datasets. We rationalize this hypothesis by ML models identifying regularity (correlations) in data, and faulty calculations deviating in some way from correct ones.
Advances in electronic structure codes and increasing availability of large-scale computing resources have led to big collections of ab initio calculations, such as Materials Project [51] , AFLOWlib [52] , Open Quantum Materials Database [35] , and Novel Materials Discovery Laboratory [53] . Enabled by representations like MBTR, models combining quantum mechanics with machine learning (QM/ML) for fast accurate interpolation could be key to exploration and exploitation in such "big data" settings.
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